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ABSTRACT

We have participated the first subtasks. Many details
must be considered in this task. Through fifty search tasks,
each task has image information retrieval from NTCIR-lifelog.
However, it’s hard to split descriptions and narratives to
correct semantic content, which contain both positive and
negative content, makes analysis more complicated. Moreover, to find relevance between images and semantic content
are not so easy. To pair image semantic content, we decided
to use deep learning finding corresponding image from each
semantic content we’ve got. There are lots of detail that
have to be overcome.

We construct a automatically system to participate Lifelog
task in NTCIR-12 that find the image out correctly by events.
In our system, We have employed deep learning method to
approach the targets. In our processing, we use stanford
parser and named-entities recognition method to process
text of events. Also, we employ word to vector toolkit to
transfer words to vectors.Moreover, we construct a model
,training it with word2vec, to calculate the correlation between each search task and image. By using this model, we
find relevant images from every task in this topic.
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Main dataset is provided by NTCIR-12 Lifelog task, it
consist of images, visual concepts, and semantic content.
In addition, we construct word2vec model from our corpus
database, crawled from wikipedia, web forums, news and
social media sites.
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2.2 Deep learning
Deep learning[5, 2, 3, 11, 1] is a branch of machine learning
based on neural network algorithms. Deep learning method
has been widely used in information retrieval and natural
language processing, because deep learning can handle extremely large corpus in the case of information without preannotated. In this paper, we proposed a method which approach the problem with deep learning.

Subtasks
Lifelong Semantic Access Task (LSAT)

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, lifelogging is considered as a mainstream activity[10]. Known as lifelogging, an act by using wearable camera to digitally track and record personal behavioral data.
Especially, wearable camera allowing users to capture images and other sensor data continuously from a first-person
perspective[8]. Through these data, analyst may find a useful information to an individual’s life experience.Therefore,
We construct a system to participate pilot Lifelog task[6,
7] in NTCIR-12 that find the pattern out correctly at right
position and normalize to identify those lifelog data. There
are two subtasks as follows:

2.3 Word to vector
Word to vector is a group of related models that are used
to produce word embeddings. These models are two-layer
neural networks, that are trained to reconstruct linguistic
contexts of words: the network is shown a word, and must
guess which words occurred in adjacent positions in an input text. The order of the remaining words is not important
(bag-of-words assumption) Word2vec is a tool with two-layer
neural net that processes text. Its input is a text corpus and
its output is a set of vectors: feature vectors for words in
that corpus. While Word2vec is not a deep neural network,
it turns text into a numerical form that deep nets can understand.

• Task 1) Lifelong Semantic Access Task (LSAT) to explore search and retrieval from lifelog
• Task 2) Lifelog Insight Task (LIT) to explore knowledge mining and visualisation of lifelogs

2.4 Deep learning toolkit
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Caffe[9] is a deep learning framework that provides multimedia scientists and practitioners with a clean and modifiable framework for state-of-the-art deep learning algorithms
and a collection of reference models. Deeplearning4j is a
open-source, distributed deep-learning library written for
Java. Deeplearning4j includes both a distributed, multithreaded deep-learning framework and a normal single-threaded
deep-learning framework. Training takes place in the cluster, which means it can process massive amounts of data
quickly.

vectors trained on part of Google News dataset (about 100
billion words), and the model contains 300-dimensional vectors for 3 million words and phrases.

4.2 Run-02: additionally semantic analysis
In this run, we still apply stanford NLP parser on task
descriptions, but add sentiment analysis as preprocess to
retrieve negative feature of keywords, then combine those
word vectors into a bag vector.

4.3 Run-03: additionally keyword expansion
In this run, we try to do expansion on every keywords.
Therefore, we still use the same deep learning model to find
the similar words out. After that, we based on the run-02
and take every keywords with their similar words to approach the task.

2.5 Language parsing toolkit
Stanford parser[4] is a natural language parser from Stanford NLP Group. It could parse part-of-speech of text and
do named-entities recognition works. We have employed
Stanford parser to process content of events that find the
keyword out.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this time, we used three different runs to analysis raw
context. We try to use CAFFE to consist in Lifelog dataset
as our general concepts, hoping to find the correct relevant
image. In this method, we combine CAFFE into our training model, trying to rise the accuracy rate when raw context
has been analysis by our system. However, according to the
research result, it’s hard to split descriptions and narratives
to semantic content correctly. It contain both positive and
negative content, making image finding more complicated
and less effective. Moreover, to find relevance between images and semantic content are not so easy. It’s hard to
find the correct pattern between them. To solve this problem, we could have real image recognition to update our
training model, so that system can detect more information
when it analysis raw context. The training model is not
good enough, there’s more information which can make
the higher accuracy rate than now. Another specific model
shall be to determine in this case. As a pilot task, Lifelog
consist of two well-known missions: image recognition and
natural language processing. Because of team members’experience, we focused on NLP part in this time, picked official CAFFE concepts as feature. But in experiments, we
found that was difficult to construct the relations of topic
question keywords and CAFFE concept words. We need to
tweak CAFFE concepts to improve our model, e.g., rebuild
word list, prune unmapped words, etc. On the other hand,
keyword retrieval of topic question is the key of our task
results, so exploring more suitable methods is reasonable.

3. OUR APPROACH
3.1 Part I: Retrieving lifelog images
We choose CAFFE concept that consist in Lifelog dataset
as our general concepts.
definition 1. Let D be image sets, W be concept word
sets, C be CAFFE concept matrix, present relationship between concept words and lifelog images. Then,
R(|W | ∗ |D|)

3.2 Part II: NLP on search task questions
First, we retrieve named entities from search task questions with Stanford NER system, then group these named
entities to “bag of entities” for each task. Second, we train
a word2vec model from our corpus, calculate semantic matrices depend on type of search task(“precision” or “recall”),
for precision emphasized tasks, we detach negative entities;
for recall emphasized tasks, we attach positive entities in
word2vec model. After calculating cosine distance between
bags and CAFFE concept words.
definition 2. let B be bag of entities, S be Semantic matrix, present relationship between bags and concept words.
Then,
R(|B| ∗ |W |)

3.3 Part III: combination
6.

For convenience, we take the product of S and C as relationship between search task and concept words, Let X =
C ∗ S. Then, X ∈ R(|B| ∗ |D|), ∀b ∈ B, ∃ max e ∈ X[b] as
most possible classified images.
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4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
7.

We have three methods as follows:
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